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Mission : Leverage large-scale biomedical data from public and 

private databases with ArcaScience’s base AI technology

Use case : Project CORD 19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset): 

A dataset of machine-readable Covid 19 related coronavirus 

research.
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OVERVIEW

, CHALLENGES

1- Comprehensive : Combine papers + pre-prints from multiples 
sources ( PubMed, World Health Organization, bioRxiv) to gather

2- Up-to-date : daily updates 

3- Clean metadata : Harmonize and deduplicated

4-Clear provenance : Observes copyright restrictions sources 
and licenses

5- Machine readable Full text: PDF is not a suitable format for 
text mining (structure JSON’s representation)

APPLICATION

There are various ways researchers have made use of CORD-19:  
1- direct usage by clinicians and clinical researchers  

2- Tools and systems to assist clinicians 

3- research to support further text mining and NLP research 
4- shared tasks and competitions

RESULTS

Retrieve relevant articles on coronaviruses. 

Extract supporting evidence

 Hundreds of new publications are released daily and added to 
the CORD-19 data set for regular & faster updates 

Content improvements with new features (citations, tables,...), 
more articles

Format standart structured with the ability to re-use and share 

annotations thanks to the JSON structure

CORD-19  is more than 140k papers   
gathered, + 4k new papers/
month added with daily updates

Before this project, a limited 
number of papers were open 
access & papers’ metadata were 
not standardized 

Significant collaboration between 
organizations working with AI 
and efforts such as ArcaScience AI 
have helped medical experts to 
find answers in papers
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IMPACT

ArcaScience AI  and our covid task 
force have leveraged : 

- a in-browser paper reader with entity     
highlighting on PDFs and have extracted 
text snippets from full text

- a mapping of access keys 

- a full interoperability
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AVAILABLE TOOLS AND SYSTEMS FOR MEDICAL EXPERT USING CORD-19 

The COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) 

is a growing and complete resource of scientific 

papers on COVID-19.

It is designed to facilitate the development of text 

mining and information retrieval systems over its 

rich collection of metadata and structured full text 

papers.
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Neural Covidex
COVID-Scholar
KDCOVID
Spike-CORD
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